ATTRACTIONS

1. FORMULA ROSSA
It’s your turn to step into the shoes of the F1™ racer, and hurl into a real V12, with and 35th floors, before flying through the chimneys and up across the finish line with the excitement that comes with the thrill of winning. Join the other world of Scuderia Ferrari. This is your chance to experience the speed of an F1™ race car from inside. Your mission? To go faster than everyone else and make the world of F1™ your own.

2. G-FORCE
At the heart of Ferrari World Abu Dhabi, it’s the moment of truth for all the drivers on the track. But before you take to the track, you must first prove your mettle. The G-Force is a ride that simulates the intense and demanding world of Formula 1™. You’ll experience the thrill of a race, as you feel the G-forces of acceleration and deceleration, and the sound of thunderous engine sounds filling the air.

3. V12
Touring the heart of a 12-cylinder Ferrari V12 engine. As you drop into a colossal world, you’ll float from the Ferrari team technical trailers to the motorhome, it’s your turn to join the crew. Explore the Ferrari team trailer and see how the magic happens behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. It’s race day, and you have the exclusive Paddock passes to go behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. Join the Scuderia Ferrari team and experience the excitement of being in the heart of a Ferrari racetrack.

4. F1000 GT CHALLENGE
The GT coasters are revving their engines and ready to race. Challenge your friends, jump into a Ferrari F430 Spider and leap the best turn today. Two competing GT coasters launch away from the starting line on thundering GT tracks, based on real GT courses around the world. You can much speeds of 95km/h, watch out for the hairpin turns then race through the straightaways. Feel the thrill and do a real race on a real car, and never have to worry about the weather. The competition is steep, as is any Formula one car. It’s a race against great drivers, great machines, and great memories.

5. SCUDERIA CHALLENGE
Experience the ultimate state-of-the-art racing simulation. If you’ve ever dreamed of challenging the professionals behind the wheel, this is your chance. Race a variety of Ferrari cars, with a group of the best drivers from Maranello. The challenge is steep, as is the competition. It’s a race against great drivers, great machines, and great memories.

6. SPEED OF MAGIC
Before the adventures of a young boy who travels through 4-D fantasy dreamscapes and go on an epic journey. The story begins in the 1950’s at the first grueling Italian road rallies, to the Scuderia team’s most recent world championship. Surrounded by the sights and sounds of Italy, the Scuderia Challenge is a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. It’s your turn to call the shots as the Scuderia Ferrari team prepares for the upcoming race. In a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. A Ferrari fan introduces you to the team and helps you guide you along the way. As you study the track and conditions, evaluate your car and driver, you’ll have a variety of situations which only leer Ferrari Ferrari knowledge will help you tackle. See if you can have the strategic Grand Prix road to handle tight corners and the unoccupied.

7. BELLA ITALIA
Enjoy a refreshing change of pace as you explore a miniature Italy, from her historic cityscapes, to Lombardia and the racing circuits. Visit the picturesque Pocono and Amal Coast, the Montecarlo, the Colosseum of Rome, Venice and of course, Maranello. Wander through one of the most knowledgeable race fans will see Ferrari’s history in a new light. It’s one thing to know the facts of Ferrari’s story, but to experience it in person is something else. Ferrari World is a stunning, immersive world of Ferrari passion, excellence, performance and technology come to life. The park hosts more than 20 unique rides and attractions for visitors of all ages and interests, in addition to a wide variety of Italian delicacies and unique shopping experiences.

8. CAROUSEL
Not everyone can have that glimpse of future Ferrari protagonists much less so with F1™. Ferrari fans have been known to ask and still enjoy the fun of driving their real F1™ car. Ferrari’sJuniorGT™ is your ticket to the Ferrari family and the world of Ferrari.

9. JUNIOR GT
The driving school for children is the first component of the Ferrari Driving School. Aspiring Gran Turismo Pilotos receive instruction from trained experts before getting behind the wheel of a scaled-down A000 GT Spider. On the road, Junior Pilotos haven’t been kept safe either, still enjoying the fun of driving and racing. Ferrari’sJuniorGT™ is your ticket to the Ferrari family and the world of Ferrari.

10. JUNIOR GRAND PRIX
The racing school for children is the second component of the Ferrari Driving School. Aspiring F1™ Pilotos receive instruction from trained experts before getting behind the wheel. Piloting a scaled-down Ferrari F1™-race car, Junior Pilotos hone their racing skills along a challenging course of hairpin turns, tunnels and straightaways. Hitting the track like a real Formula One driver, they’ll live the dream that many have for their entire life. Junior Pilotos, start your engines for a ride on a real F1™ car just your size! It’s your turn to call the shots as the Scuderia Ferrari team prepares for the upcoming race. In a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. It’s your turn to call the shots as the Scuderia Ferrari team prepares for the upcoming race. In a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. A Ferrari fan introduces you to the team and helps you guide you along the way. As you study the track and conditions, evaluate your car and driver, you’ll have a variety of situations which only leer Ferrari Ferrari knowledge will help you tackle. See if you can have the strategic Grand Prix road to handle tight corners and the unoccupied.

11. JUNIOR TRAINING CAMP
Every little racer loves to play, no matter how old you are. The Junior Training Camp is an experience for the whole family. Play in the waterless carwash, become a custom ‘constructor’, climb the grandstand, and conditions, evaluate your car and driver, you’ll have a variety of situations which only leer Ferrari Ferrari knowledge will help you tackle. See if you can have the strategic Grand Prix road to handle tight corners and the unoccupied.

14. PADDOCK
It’s race day and you have the exclusive Paddock passes to go behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. From the Ferrari team trailer to the motorhome, it’s your turn to join the crew. Explore the Ferrari team trailer and see how the magic happens behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. It’s race day, and you have the exclusive Paddock passes to go behind the scenes of a Grand Prix. Join the Scuderia Ferrari team and experience the excitement of being in the heart of a Ferrari racetrack.

15. CINEMA MARANELLO
Long before the Ferrari factory was built and well before Formula 1™, there was a young man named Enzo who loved the race. When you enter this grand Italian theatre you set back into the 1920s to experience the glamour and bane strength of the old Italian road race in Coppa di Sicilia. A film produced and planning for Cinema Maranello. Realize in the fresh mountain air. See the same grid and the grand aracari as the classic racers and their drivers face their own. It all began in Enzo’s determined young heart, chasing a dream – the fastest.

19. THE RACING LEGENDS
The story began in the 1950’s at the first grueling Italian road rallies, to the Scuderia team’s most recent world championship. Surrounded by the sights and sounds of Italy, the Scuderia Challenge is a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. It’s your turn to call the shots as the Scuderia Ferrari team prepares for the upcoming race. In a live, informative and interactive theatre experience, you get to test your strategic racing skills. A Ferrari fan introduces you to the team and helps you guide you along the way. As you study the track and conditions, evaluate your car and driver, you’ll have a variety of situations which only leer Ferrari Ferrari knowledge will help you tackle. See if you can have the strategic Grand Prix road to handle tight corners and the unoccupied.

18. GALLERIA FERRARI
See up close and personal with the ultimate display of Ferrari cars, hailing from Maranello and top collections from around the world. Wander from 1947 to the present. You can even meet the innovative, drivers, engineers and artists themselves. It’s an audio-visual dialogue between modern design, interactive technology and history. It’s a chance to understand a love story that has spanned with Enzo Ferrari and endures today.

DINING EXPERIENCE
A range of concept restaurants and cafes invite you to dive into the true Italian dining experience, with culinary creations that combine classic Italian street foods with contemporary flair. Two of Ferrari World’s restaurants located in Ferrari World and one in the Ferrari Hotel. The restaurants offer a wide variety of Italian delicacies and in addition to a wide variety of Italian delicacies and unique shopping experiences.

SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
It’s your turn to enjoy a unique shopping experience at Ferrari World Abu Dhabi with all the top-name retailers and exclusive memorabilia available at several retail points inside the park. Highlights include the largest Ferrari store in the world and a unique Ferrari boutique where guests can create their personalized memorabilia at interactive interactive experiences.

OPENINGS HOURS
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